
BUFFALOSTEAK F1

Fruit of large size (> 500g) with especially meaty flesh, few
seeds
Early in its category
Productive and easy to grow
Resistant to main diseases
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So fleshy, so good!

Typology
Indeterminate, fleshy heirloom tomato, big fruits

Number of seeds per gram
340
Sector
Young plant producers, Seed packet companies

Color

Fruit shape

Fruit weight

flattened, slightly ribbed, very
big calibre

350-700 g

Use
fresh, mixed salad

Disease resistance
HR: Fol:0(US1) ; Va:0(US1) ; Vd:0(US1) ; ToMV:0,1,2 | IR: Ma ; Mi ;
Mj

Yes

January, February, March

end of July, August, September

Product cultivation Earliness


Sowing period


Harvest
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